
CLIENT CASE STUDY –  
 
 
 

Leveraging Content Marketing and 
Proprietary Technology for SEO 
Dominance – Alfa Romeo Canada 

How WebStager Digital Media Spearheaded a Disruptive 2021 
Content Marketing Campaign for Alfa Romeo Canada, 
Commandeering Coveted Keyword Rankings Placement and 
Lighting up the Alfa Romeo brand Nationally. 

 
 
 
Summary 

Alfa Romeo has been in business for over 
100 years and synonymous with auto racing 
and sports cars.  

In Canada, Alfa Romeo isn’t as well know 
compared to other in class European brands 
like BMW, Porsche, Land Rover but in many 
ways out performs them.  

 

 

With local and regional dealership competitors 
encroaching upon their digital reach, Stellantis 
and Alfa Romeo turned to WebStager and 
their amazing team to embark upon a nation 
wide content marketing campaign utilizing a 
wide-ranging content marketing strategy 
leveraging the power of WebStager’s 
proprietary technology platform. A keystone of 
efforts for the Alfa Romeo brand awareness 
campaign. 

 
 

 



 

Challenges 

For nearly 110 years, Alfa Romeo has been in business but was a relative newcomer to 
the competitive Canadian marketplace. Their brand wasn’t as well established 
compared to the other EU brands such as BMW, Porsche or Land Rover in the similar 
SUV class.   

Stellantis had just taken over the former FCA and other brands and the Alpha Romeo 
brand was something they wanted to focus on because of it’s roots in the auto industry.  
Industry reaction was brisk, and an immediate display of interest and opinion surfaced 
by online auto related  sites  and social media everywhere. 

 

With so many dealerships, local and regional other Alpha Romeo dealerships across 
the country, making moves to carve out their place in online rankings—WebStager 
faced the challenge of mounting an Alpha Romeo driven content marketing campaign 
that would establish impressive organic reach and brand visibility, generate keyword 
dominance, and drive traffic to the Alpha Romeo brand and dealers. 

 

 
 



Solution 

The central focus of WebStager’s strategy was a disruptive digital marketing campaign 
centered on the Alpha Romeo brand while shoppers were researching Alpha or similar in 
class products. This initiative would achieve its directive in solving the aforementioned 
challenges through the utilization of a medley of core technologies, including: 

 

1. A built-from-the-ground-up, proprietary digital technology platform with search en-
gine automation and optimization underpinning Alfa Romeo 

 

2. An integrated 'Knowledge Bank’ feature, containing location-sensitive keyword 
strings relevant to the campaign and the target demographic 

 

3. A series of blog engines individually created on a common platform for each dealer 
with multiple blog engines per dealership to focus on long tail key phrase arrays —
as opposed to a singular blog channel—boosted by one-click-publishing 
functionality to consistently broadcast Alfa Romeo content. 

 

4. First-of-its-kind ‘Custom Content Channel’ (CCC) page technology, providing a 
unique, visually arresting approach to marketing and brand amplification 
speaking to Alfa Romeo features and in some comparing to competition. 

 

5. Native social media integration from each blog engine, broadcasting content to 
hundreds of digital touch-points at the moment of publication 

 
6. Tiny URLS auto created from each post back to the original content for max SEO 

exposure.  

 
 

The Details 

 
In  2021, celebrating their 110th year in transportation, 
Alfa Romeo Canada wanted to elevate brand 
awareness nationally while educating potential and 
existing buyers of the innovation of their brand. 
Webstager was awarded the project of content 
marketing combined with social baking for their 
network of Canadian auto dealers.   
 
We used our proprietary content distribution platform 
to create a mother ship site called 
http://newalfaromeoresearch.com/ that would house 
and distribute content at scale for each location. Each 
dealership across the country had their own unique 
profile combined with content distribution engines and 
API for sharing content directly to their website. 
 

http://newalfaromeoresearch.com/


  
Our North American based auto creative team created original Alpha and related article 
posts unique to each of their multiple offices across Canada. Each article was housed on 
it’s own dealer specific blog engine capable of integrating with their individual social 
accounts and align with specific search SEO infused search terms. Each article was 
simultaneously distributed to each of the dealership’s individual social accounts complete 
with images, content and key words with a tiny URL link back to the original for maximum 
SEO visibility.  
 
Long Form Content and Research Articles 
 
Alfa Romeo wanted to connect with buyers along their purchase journey so we created 
articles digging deep into Alfa’s performance, specs and comparisons to other brands. 
Our goal was for the Alfa Romeo brand to appear in search results when buyers were 
researching better established brands like in class Porsche or BMW. To address this task, 
long form content was produced digging deeper into the Alfa brand and comparing its 
features to competing brands showcasing the 2020, 2021, and 2022 Alfa Romeo line-up.  
All content was independently researched and followed Stellantis strict accessibility 
guidelines.  
 
Custom Article/Blog Engine Per Dealership 
 
Each Alfa Romeo dealership received a blog engine hub, which hosted their individual 
posts and articles.  
These hubs were paired with a custom image header, which was designed in-house.  
 
Custom Blog Plug-In 
A custom API script was built to integrate content directly onto dealer websites. This 
would allow 
all blogs hosted on our custom engines to be cross-posted automatically.  
 
French Translation Services 
 

Translation services were requested for some of the blogs in French speaking locations 
such as Quebec, with the dealerships wanting to target a French-speaking audience. 
These posts were translated in-house. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Results 
 
 
Overall over 600 blog articles were created,  thousands of long tail key phrase   search 
engine publications , 30+  long form articles  highlighting the Alfa Rome brand or 
comparing to the competition.  Close to  100,000 page views resulted in the initial 
campaign with  an evergreen effect as 
original content continues to  be visible by 
search engines.  

 
 


